Machine Design, Concept & Vision
The Compact name has long been synonymous with innovation that has helped transform
the Pressure Sensitive Label Applicator industry in Australia.
Compact Labelling Systems' technology is known worldwide
for quality, reliability, and productivity, while the equipment
produces billions of quality decorated name brand products of
all shapes and sizes year after year.
Continuous technological innovation, client/partner
relationships and product line diversification are all part of the
Compact vision - a commitment to leadership tied directly to
the needs of our global customer base.

Service That Maintains Peace of Mind
Compact is firmly committed to providing the highest
levels of customer support, while customers consider
Compact to be a 'Low Maintenance Supplier'. The
attention to detail in the machine manufacture is a
commitment to ensure that each and every installation of
a Compact Label Application machine exceeds customer
expectations and helps your company achieve the highest
possible levels of success. The Compact team is focused
on a single goal - superior customer satisfaction resulting
in maximising your return on investment.

Our Commitment to Customers
With machines installed at thousands of locations in Australia, New Zealand, AsiaPacific, Africa, North & South America, Compact is
truly a strong global presence. The combination of
Compact's innovative design, rigorous manufacturing
standards, competitive pricing and robust testing, has
produced the industry's leading Pressure Sensitive Label
Application equipment for an extremely wide range of
applications. It is this unwavering commitment to
constant improvement that drives ongoing development
in our research and development facility. Compact's
heritage of unmatched engineering excellence has
consistently delivered superior technology and process innovation to the global pressure
sensitive applicator industry.
Just as commitment to excellence is designed into every piece of Compact equipment, so
to is it built into every aspect of our relationship with each of our customers. Compact is
proud of our heritage of partnering with our customers to understand their business issues
and the key complexities of their decoration challenges.

